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Focus Atelier is a project conceived and organized by
Reciproca Association and consists of a platform for
workshops and debates taking place in March in
ClujNapoca. Focus Atelier aims to facilitate the
educational process, a process that does not depend
on age or completion of certain standardized
educational stages. We rely on the relevance of the
topics we address and on the availability of the events

for any person willing to take part, regardless of his/her
economic situation. Within Focus Atelier we question,
through practice and dialogue, relevant topics of
contemporary society. Focus Atelier began in 2015 as a
grassroots project. In 2015, Focus Atelier took place
mainly thanks to a crowdfunding campaign and to
facilities that were offered by a number of independent
art spaces from the local scene.



This year’s edition gathered together almost all
independent theater spaces in Cluj-Napoca, along with
various groups and self-organized collectives. We have
expanded our collaboration with spaces from Sibiu and
Bucharest. This year we managed to finance our project
both through crowd-funding as well as fundraising from
major cultural institutions in Romania and through
continuing our collaboration with the first edition’s
partners. At the same time, the facilities provided by
independent spaces, collectives and a number of
Romanian and foreign universities - were crucial in
making the 2016 edition of Focus Atelier happen. The
theme set for Focus Atelier 2016 was education. We
started by trying to answer to the question of "What if
we took education in our own hands?“.

Our attention was focused towards art as a pedagogical
process and towards the way in which pedagogy can
play a key role in the dynamics of a society. In 2016
Focus Atelier targeted people interested in new
pedagogical methods (teachers, students, educators),
high school students who need a different way of
learning, amateur/ professional artists interested in the
social and pedagogical dimension of art.
This year's format of Focus Atelier included five
sections:
1. WORKSHOP
2. DEBATE
3. THEATRE PLAY
4. EXCHANGE
5. DOCUMENTARY



1. WORKSHOP SECTION

THEATRE OF PARTICIPATORY COMMUNITIES 

1- 4 March 2016

Trainers: MihaelaMichailov and RaduApostol

(Replika Educational Centre, Bucharest)

Number of participants: 15

Venue: REACTOR de creațieși experiment

KNOWING YOUR RIGHTS AND HERSTORY

6 - 11 March 2016

Trainer: Milena Nikolid (Serbia)

Number of participants: 20

Venue: Tranzit.ro

THE ART OF SPECTATORSHIP 

11 - 14 March 2016

Trainer:MirunaRuncan

(Prof.Theatre and Television Faculty)

Number of participants: 12

Venue:BastionulCroitorilor

THE FEEDBACK METHOD

19 - 20 March 2016

Trainer: Sonja Jokiniemi (Finland)

Number of participants: 15

Venue:ZUG.zone

FORUM THEATRE AND INVISIBLE THEATRE

24 - 31 March 2016

Trainer: George Wielgus (UK)

Number of participants: 29

Venue:Fabrica de Pensule

The WORKSHOP section focused on innovative pedagogical approaches through theater. Through a series of 5 workshops, we
sequentially familiarized ourselves with the process of receiving artistic productions, the specific instruments needed in formulating a
feedback, the artist’s work with communities and the balance between ethics and aesthetics within his/her undertaking, the use of
theater as a tool for social change and the steps towards deconstructing and remodeling one’s perception towards gender equality.



THEATRE OF PARTICIPATORY COMMUNITIES

KNOWING YOUR RIGHTS AND HERSTORY

The workshop offered by the founding members of Replika Educational Centre, Bucharest, was attended by 15 participants who
were introduced to new pedagogical methodologies. The participants presented their own ongoing/ about to start projects and
received the necessary feedback both from the trainers as well as from the other participants. In addition to this session,
participants could watch two theatre plays, produced by the team of Replika center and invited within Focus Atelier. Thus they could
see concrete examples of theatre playsdevised along the style and methods previously discussed during the workshop. Participants
were offered a rich bibliography that includes pedagogical methodologies in working with children, adolescents and various
communities.

The workshop given by Milena Nikolid was attended by 20 participants who analyzed the issue of gender equality. The participants
were both men and women, hence within the first part of the workshop personal experiences related to gender discrimination
(positive/ negative) were analyzed, theoretical texts were discussed and documentaries were watched. In the second part of the
workshop, participants did case studies on remarkable local/ international political figures of the fight against gender discrimination,
devising theater moments and installation art pieces based on the observations and studies of the workshop. Given that the
workshop brought together participants from several regions and countries of Eastern Europe, discussions addressed the context of
gender equality in countries such as Serbia, Romania and the Moldavian Republic. At the same time, there were debates on various
forms of feminism, the ways in which these forms are imported and the relevance of this import.



THE ART OF SPECTATORSHIP

THE FEEDBACK METHOD

Within the workshop, practitioners of theater, visual arts or simply amateurs gathered to discover how a productive feedback can be
given to an artist. The workshop included a theoretical part where participants were introduced to the feedback method developed
by the students of DasArtsMaster of Theatre Making within the Amsterdam University of the Artstogether with philosopher
KarimBenammar. The participants then had the opportunity to attend the try-outs of two performances of the local scene.
Afterwards two feedback sessions were moderated by certified feedback moderator Sonja Jokiniemi. The practicality and simplicity
of the method made it possible that, within less than a month after the workshop, students of the theater facultyin Cluj, workshop
participants and several artists from the local scene would take over the method and apply it in their own contexts.

The workshop given by prof. MirunaRuncan was attended by 12 participants who were introduced to theories on modes of receiving
a theater play or film. Through specific exercises, MirunaRuncan aimedto develop the participants’ taste for analysis and critique of
theatrical/ cinematographic productions. There were discussions on audience perception and on how the viewer has an active role in
processing and decoding an artistic act. The working method was diverse, included views, discussions, games and exercises aimed at
deepening the addressed concepts.



FORUM THEATRE AND INVISIBLE THEATRE

The workshop got the 30 participants acquainted with a part of the arsenal of theatre techniques invented by Augusto Boal in the
Theatre of the Oppressed. Participants were able to observe the power structures with which they are confronted in everyday life,
deconstruct and analyze them through theater. They discussed both external oppressions coming from society as well as already
internalized oppressions on the basis of which they involuntarily act. Participants were sequentially makers, spectators and spect-
actors, devising scenes of Forum Theatre within small teams, and then testing them with the entire group. The Forum Theatre &
Invisible Theatre workshop is a continuation of the Theatre of the Oppressed workshop given by George Wielguswithinthe first
edition Focus Atelier. From 2015 up until now, some of the participants have been applying the methods they had discovered
during the workshop, in their own work and projects. Also, participants to this workshop showed interest in continuingthe
exploration of the Theatre of the Oppressed techniques and in setting the basis of a community that is specifically dedicated to
further study these techniques. We are looking forward for this to happen.



2. DEBATE SECTION

THEATRE PEDAGOGY. THE THEATRE OF CHILDREN AND TEENS

March 5, 2016

Moderator:Oana Cristea Grigorescu (Radio Romania Cluj)

Venue: REACTOR de creație și experiment

Debate in which were discussed the working methods specific 

to making theatre plays for teens and the lack educational

programs in state institutions.

THEATRE AND EDUCATION. EDUCATION FOR, THROUGH AND

TOWARDS THEATRE

March 6, 2016

Moderator:Alina Moldovan (theater pedagogue)

Venue: GONG Theatre Sibiu

Debate about the blending of education with theater, about

theater as a pedagogical tool and means of formation processes.

GENDER EQUALITY.WHERE DO WE STAND?

March 8, 2016

Moderator: Irene Peano (sociologist)

Venue: Tranzit.ro

Debate taking placeon the occasion of International

Women's Daywhichtried to identify to what extentthe

discourse on gender equality applies to the Romania reality.

PEDAGOGY AND SOCIAL EQUALITY

March 12, 2016

Moderator:AdiDohotaru (journalist)

Venue:Casa Tranzit

Debate about the role that pedagogy plays in the formation

of social dynamics. Amongst the invited were members of the

Desire Foundation who are organizers of projects dealing with

social inclusion in the field of education.

EDUCATIONAL URGENCIES AND ALTERNATIVES

March 31, 2016

Moderator:CorinaBucea (cultural manager)

Location:Fabrica de Pensule

Debate ending Focus Atelier project, which tried to retrace the

necessity and sustainability of projects such as Focus Atelier, on

the background of the issues of the Romanian educational system.

Through a series of 5 debates with professionals in pedagogy, social inclusion and community theater, the DEBATE section created an 
open space for discussions and questions, having as central theme the axis of education - social dynamics.



3. THEATRE PLAY SECTION

MEMORIES OF THE SCHOOL AGE

(anA.D.O. Association and Comedy Theatre production)

March 5, 2016

Venue: REACTOR de creație și experiment, Cluj- Napoca

BAD KIDS 

(aReplika Education Centre production)

March 6, 2016

Venue: GONG Theatre, Sibiu

THE MISSING

(a Reactor de Creație și Experiment and Reciproca Association

production)

March 11, 2016

Venue:Replika Educational Center, Bucharest

WHEN I’LL BE AN ADULT

(aRomedin production)

March 12, 2016

Venue:Casa Tranzit, Cluj-Napoca

RIGHTEOUS FACE

(aReplika Educational Centre production)

March 21, 2016

Venue:Fabrica de Pensule

I GUESS I’LL NEVER GET OVER IT

(aREACTOR de Creație și Experiment production)

March 22, 2016

Venue: GONG Theatre, Sibiu



4. EXCHANGE SECTION

Capoeira Workshop w/ Roxana Ionescu

14 – 15 March 

Number of participants: 10

Venue:ZUG.zone

Crocheting Joy Workshop w/AndreeaMoisil

15 – 16 March

Number of participants: 10

Venue:Acasă Space

Keyboard Writing Workshop w/CristianVasile

16 – 17 March

Number of participants: 15

Venue:Fabrica de Pensule

Casting Workshop w/ Andrei Măjeri

17 – 18 March

Number of participants: 12

Venue: THE BOX

Design within Consumerism Workshop w/ Ana-Maria Abrudan

18 – 19 March

Number of participants: 10

Venue:Cluj Makers

3 Days Design Workshop w/Marius Bucea and AlexandruPopescu

11 – 13 March

Number of participants: 15

Venue: Cluj Makers

BRUNCH DAY moderated by LetaPopescu

March 26, 2016

Number of participants: 60

Venue: Fabrica de Pensule

The idea behind the EXCHANGE section is that we can all learn from each other all throughout our lives, and that education and
educating is a free, interpersonal practice. And that one does not need a degree in order to have the right to share his/ her
knowledge with one another. We made an open call to people who wish to be trainers, to offer their own workshop on a topic of
their choice and we helped them organize it. At the same time we organized a Brunch Day dedicated to alternative education and a
workshop dedicated to technical high schools students through which they got acquainted with the Cluj Makers collective and its
community.



5. DOCUMENTARY SECTION

ALPHABET

March 6, 2016

Directed by: Erwin Wagenhofer

Germany/Austria, 2013

OUR SCHOOL

March 13, 2016 

Directed by: Mona Nicoară, Miruna Coca-Cozma

USA/Switzerland, 2011

BLOKADA

March 19, 2016

Directed by: Igor Bezinovic

Croatia, 2012

PATHS THROUGH UTOPIAS

March 20, 2016

Directed by: Isabelle Frémeaux, John Jordan

UK/FR, 2011

THE FINLAND PHENOMENON

March 27, 2016

Directed by: Sean Faust

USA, 2011

Five productions covering the topic of education were screened atZug.Zone venue during the DOCUMENTARY section of Focus Atelier 
2016. Thus, we found out about revolt and reforms in both Romanian and foreign educational processes. Each film was followed by a 
debate with the audience.



WHERE TO? 

We consider Focus Atelier a project that belongs to
everyone involved in its development. And rightly so, since
we could have never accomplished anything had we not
received the community’s support and the help of so many
local art venues. We are particularly happy about the fact
that some of last year’s participants have decided to join us
as part of the organizing team, helping us plan the event.
We are delighted that not only participants, but also our
partners who provided us with venues were willing to get
involved in the planning of each scheduled event. Also, we
are grateful for the continuity of this year’s and last year’s
program, as well as for managing to preserve our relations

with our partners and friends. This year we even received
the suggestion of starting a branch of Focus Atelier in the
Moldavian Republic. We are honored by people’s
willingness to embrace our idea and carry it forward, which
is why we will help as much as possible in the process. Step
by step, Focus Atelier might become a network through
which citizens and organizations could start planning their
own events, while also experimenting with various
practical forms of education. We would like to invite
everyone who shares our interest in the approach to join
us in brainstorming ideas about the paths Focus Atelier
should follow in its future editions.



RESULTS AND IMPACT

• 90 participants in the WORKSHOP section
• 150 participants in the DEBATE section
• 500 spectators in the PERFORMANCE section
• 130 participants in the EXCHANGE section 
• 300 spectators in the DOCUMENTARY section
• 40 artists and scholars involved in the events
• 30 children not older than 16 involved in the events
• 15 high school students benefiting from 3 DAYS DESIGN
• 60 press articles about the project
• 6 Reciproca interns
• 9 Focus Atelier volunteers
• 9 associated venues in three different cities (Cluj-Napoca, Sibiu, Bucharest)
• 22 associated cultural organizations
• 8 associated public institutions



SPONSORS

• this project was co-sponsered by AFCN (National Cultural Fund Administration);

• main partner: ICR (Romanian Cultural Institute);

• sponsors: Sferadonatorilor din Transilvania (Transylvanian Donors Circle) with the support of NișteOameni, Gong 
Theatre Sibiu, DasArts de Theaterschool Amsterdam, CreștemIdei ;

• associated venues: CentrulEducaționalReplika (Replika Educational Centre), Reactor de creațieși experiment, Fabrica
de Pensule, ZUG. Zone, tranzit.ro, Casa Tranzit, create.act.enjoy (The Box), Cluj Makers, TurnulCroitorilor (Urban 
Culture Centre);

• partners: Desire Foundation, Transilvania Film, One World Romania, Ground Floor Group, ColectivA, Restart, B4Film, 
Idea (design and print), Tact Imagine, Cluj-Napoca City Hall & Local Council, CreștemIdei, Reboot The Roots (Great 
Britain), Theatre and Television Faculty, BabeșBolyaiUniverity (Cluj-Napoca), the Faculty of Social Studies;

• mass-media partners: Radio Romania Cluj, Transilvania Reporter, Gazeta de ArtăPolitică, DOR, ArtAct magazine, 
FilmSense, Echinox, TimpulCireșelor, Transindex, Eliberart, Cluj.com, ClujNapoca City APP; 

• maecenas: Viorica Samson Manea.

TEAM

• Platform director: Lorand Maxim;

• Platform coordinator: LetaPopescu;

• Planning: Lucia Mărneanu / AniMărincean;

• PR / media communication: LetaPopescu / Emma Dima;

• Administrative coordinator: OanaHodade;

• Logistics coordinator: Carina Bunea;

• Logistics assistant: SergiuȘanța;

• Editing: Emma Dima / IoanaSileanu / Carina Bunea;

• Graphics: Daniel Negrea / EugenCoșorean / DenisaNistor / RăzvanCîmpean;

• Photo & video: Robert Puțeanu / VladCantoreanu;

• Volunteers: UngureanuTheona, Lorena Copil, Lorena Stanciu, Adriana Creangă, SaskaSotirov, Tudor Gliga, 
SergiuȘanța, Emil Florea, Julia Heger.



VIDEO PRESENTATION

1st WEEK // Focus Atelier 2016 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xlgBiTzSq7o

2nd WEEK // Focus Atelier 2016 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5LdAYRwKsxg

3rd WEEK // Focus Atelier 2016 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_alHYsU2kjU

4th WEEK // Focus Atelier 2016 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Df_Yobn7HfY

Focus Atelier Web Site http://focusatelier.ro/
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59-61, Henri Barbusse Street
Cluj-Napoca, Romania
Contact: asociatia.reciproca@gmail.com
Lorand Maxim: +40 746562775
Leta Popescu: +40 748751778
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